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brand I was amazed by the games that were Nintendo 3DS's "hardware" of choice. After having being involved in the make-up of the FPS game "Fatal Carry," and working on titles like the acclaimed "Yaiba: Ninja Gaiden Z," and the future "Fire Emblem: Awakening," I was motivated to share in on the ground. I was granted the opportunity to
speak with him about the product and the plans ahead. What was the reason for building the game in 3D? "This new platform will bring new challenges to game developers, and we at Nintendo have a passion for those challenges." If you were given the task of creating what would be a "wow" game on this new platform, what would you have
included? "If we had to create a wow game on this new platform it'd be a mix of the action and visual style of "Tomb Raider." Besides bringing a new perspective, what else does the 3d console bring to the table? "The new platform brings a more interactive experience to players, as well as additional benefits for developers." What are the benefits
of having 3d (other than the novelty factor)? "In terms of benefits, having a fully playable 3D environment is of particular benefit to players, as it can help them get immersed in the action. Players can also take advantage of the unique stereoscopic 3D viewing and 3D holographic projection functions, which are a feature of the new platform." What
can you tell us about the game's setting, characters, and plot? "The game takes place in the town of Sorano, where the Kinfolk people (believing that no one is really good) live peacefully. One day, a mysterious young lady named Honey appears. Once she meets Sorano's chief of police, she communicates with him telepathically. When she asks to
meet with him she says there's a misunderstanding; when she learns the truth she becomes determined to solve the mystery of the missing people. It is in 82138339de
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